







     A theoretical consistency between the value structure of “the average 
social capital” (illustrated in “Capital: Volume III”, “Chapter IX and Chapter 
X”) and that of two departments of reproduction (illustrated in “Capital: 
Volume II”, “Chapter XX. Simple Reproduction” and “Chapter XXI. 
Accumulation and Reproduction on an Extended Scale”) is examined. 
     In the process, the numerical example of the first year of reproduction 
schemes is used, and the number of circulation of Capitals is premised as 1 
for comparing both value structures of capitals. 
     The conclusion is that the spectrum of capitals in Marx’s reproduction 
scheme is not always compatible with the spectrum of capitals of Marx’s 
average social capital, therefore, c:v ratio in Marx’s reproduction scheme 
does not presuppose the spectrum of capital of average social capital, and not 
provide it, too. 
     The conclusion is not a general proof for its strict conditions, but this 
means the counter example against to its logic.  The value concept, therefore, 
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5 ûÆņŇ ŎƉäť 2}Ɩ}=ǙI  5,000ǣ+1,000ǥ+1,000Ǥ=7,000Ǚ
II  1,430ǣ+285ǥ+285Ǥ=2,000'<8$ Ic:Iv=5:1ǙIIc:IIv   Ǚ
Ic:IIc=  ǡD.K.II, S.509. ĉčĚľǙť 7 835ǌǢ 
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   (3,6) (3,8)IKǙ 




  (3,9) 
   (3,4)8(3,9)#Ŧ)0F;=Ǚ 





   )")Ǚă(2,1)8'<ĜtP®ď;ķ0+   =Ë½): 
   







 ă(3,2)<Īƕ;ê >ǙûÆņŇ ŎƉäť 1}6<Â­
8)6Ǚ         

8ƖÍ(M6L 
 ǍII<Ĝt(2,8)      ;'MJPq+L
8Ǚ 
         8:KǙĜt(2,8)#ķ0(M,Ǚ'<Â­GgƤ
ĚÜ<gŢ#e§ž8:Lrd'MPŘƛ+L 
  (1) Ic:Iv   IKǙ 
            
      IK'MPĈŅ+L8Ǚ   

  (3,1)
  (2) IIc:IIv   IKǙ 
        
                                                             
6ûÆņŇ ŎƉäť 1}<Ɩ}=ǙI  4,000ǣ+1,000ǥ+1,000Ǥ=6,000Ǚ
II  1,500ǣ+750ǥ+750Ǥ=3,000'<8$ Ic:Iv=4:1ǙIIc:IIv  ǙIc:IIc=  
ǡD.K.II, S.505. ĉčĚľǙť 7 827ǌǢ 
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         IK'MPĈŅ+L8Ǚ 
        (3,10) 
  (3) IIcǟIv+ImIKǙ 
          01)Ǚ      
   I36Ǚ      (3,4) 
  (4) Ic:IIc    IKǙ 
  

      
             (3,11) 
   (3,1) (3,11)IKǙ 
          

  (3,12) 
   (3,4) (3,12)#Ŧ)%:LĜt=Ǚ 
      

  
   )")Ǚă(2,1)IK'<ĜtP®ď;ķ0+   =Ë½) 
  : 




































                                                             
7 ı×(2014a) 108-109ǌ 
8 ı×(2012) 37ǌ 
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